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JCM Global Converts Desert Diamond Casino Sahuarita to iVIZION Bill Validators, 

Installs ICB Intelligent Cash Box System 
 
LAS VEGAS (August 29, 2022) – JCM Global® has converted more than 400 slot games at Desert Diamond 
Casino Sahuarita to JCM’s leading iVIZION® bill validator from a competitive product. The casino’s other 163 
games are already equipped with iVIZION, so this new installation means iVIZION is now exclusively found on all 
the casino’s slot games. 
 
Additionally, JCM installed its leading ICB® Intelligent Cash Box system on each of the casinos slot games, which 
will dramatically improve the casino’s drop process. 
 
Desert Diamond Casino Sahuarita is the latest Desert Diamond Casinos & Entertainment property to deploy JCM’s 
iVIZION, further strengthening the relationship between the companies. The conversion also includes preventive 
maintenance after the installation from JCM’s dedicated service team to ensure the bill validators continue to run 
smoothly. 
 
“We’re excited to expand our partnership with JCM Global and implement their state-of-the-art iVIZION bill 
validator and ICB system across all the gaming devices at our Sahuarita location,” said James O’Kimosh, Southern 
Arizona Slot Director for the Tohono O’odham Gaming Enterprise. “At Desert Diamond Casinos we are committed 
to providing the highest quality guest experience and JCM’s fast, secure technology helps us continue to deliver on 
that promise.” 
 
“We are thrilled to again expand our relationship with Desert Diamond Casinos and to bring the security and power 
of iVIZION and ICB to Desert Diamond Casino Sahuarita,” said JCM SVP of Sales, Marketing & Operations Dave 
Kubajak. “We have worked closely with Desert Diamond Casinos across their enterprise, developing technology 
roadmaps for each property, and iVIZION and other JCM solutions will help position the properties for success 
today and into the future.” 
 
iVIZION is the leading bill validator in the gaming industry, and it sees better, thinks smarter, runs faster than any 
validator in its class. For example, its CIS Contact Image Sensor technology reads the entire note or ticket, front 
and back, capturing images of both sides for unprecedented security. 
 
JCM’s award-winning ICB is proven to decrease time spent on the drop process by up to 60 percent while also 
increasing the accuracy of the count process. It streamlines operations, reduces variances, and boosts 
compliance. Watch to learn more.  
 
Join JCM on LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube.  
 
About JCM Global 
JCM Global is a world leader in transaction and payment technologies. From its global network of offices, the 
company provides award-winning solutions such as bill validators, note recyclers, printers, systems solutions, and 
more. Since 1955, its spirit of innovation has resulted in ground-breaking products and components earning 
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multiple patents and setting worldwide standards. JCM is trusted by operators and suppliers in the banking, 
gaming, kiosk, retail, transportation, and vending industries. Please visit www.jcmglobal.com for more information. 
 
About Desert Diamond Casinos & Entertainment 
Desert Diamond Casinos & Entertainment, with three locations in Southern Arizona (Tucson, Sahuarita, and Why) 
and one in the West Valley in Glendale, AZ, is owned and operated by the Tohono O’odham Gaming Enterprise, 
an enterprise of the Tohono O’odham Nation. Additional information can be found at www.ddcaz.com or by calling 
866-DDC-WINS. Follow Desert Diamond Casinos & Entertainment on Twitter (@DiamondCasinos), Facebook 
(@DDCAZ), and Instagram (@DiamondCasinos).  
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